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Agents of Revolution t

THE STORY OF THE WORKERS' UNITY LEAGUE

The Canadian Worker, with his tradition of sane, orderly progress

toward the improvement of his economic position, is entitled to have

before him the true facts regarding the Workers' Unity League.

He will be surprised to learn that this organization, unlike other

trade unions, is not honestly concerned with the betterment of work-

ing conditions, but is merely one branch of the activity of a world

wide organization whose declared aim is world revolution.

The Communist International at Moscow is the governing body

of that world-wide organization. The Communist Party of Canada
is the Canadian section of the Communist International, and the

Workers' Unity League is the name for the Communist Party of

Canada's activities in the industrial field.

As will be shown in this pamphlet it is the task of the Communist
Party of Canada to do its share towards bringing on this world

revolution, by creating class antagonisms and generally fomenting

discord. It is their theory that petty grievances can be magnified

until serious situations are created; that by means of strikes and

demonstrations, through appeals to real or imaginary class prejudices,

the stage suitable for the preliminaries of open revolution will be

reached.

In the words of Tim Buck, the leader of the Communist Party of

Canada, who is at present imprisoned in Kingston Penitentiary:

"We know the road to power will be a long one, and in this

Country the work has only just begun; but the multitude of little

streams of radical activity which previously had spent themselves

in scattered opposition are being drawn, through the struggle fo*

Unity, into the broad channel of the revolutionary movement."

And to again quote him:

"It is not forever that our greatest moments will be in strikes

and elections; political questions of the future are going to be

considerably influenced by political strikes, and industrial questions

are sometimes going to be settled by elections. Once we have
mastered the political strike, the general strike is but a step. And
the general strike during a political crisis is the gateway to

revolution."



ORIGIN

Until the year 1929 the Communist Party of Canada attempted

to put its policies into effect by gaining control of the then existing

labour organizations. This attempt met with failure, in fact

Communist representatives were expelled from the Trades and Labour
Congress. Perceiving that efforts to bore from within, in existing

institutions, were futile, the Communists set out about the organiza-

tion of a labour movement of their own.

The real genesis of the Workers' Unity League was contained in

instructions sent by the Red International of Labour Unions (RILU)
at Moscow in February, 1929, to the Communist Party of Canada.

Those instructions enumerated:

"a series of immediate practical measures designed to set into

motion a broad revolutionary trade union movement from below

under your leadership. These measures .... have not yet begun.

In view of the distinct radicalization of the workers of Canada
indicated in the events of Red Day and in Nova Scotia, these

measures are rendered all the more necessary for the purpose of

giving a revolutionary leadership to these growing class struggles."

Shortly thereafter, and presumably as a result of the above men-
tioned letter, the Communist Party of Canada by its National Trade

Union Department addressed a letter to all City Industrial Commit-
tees, informing them that:

"it has been decided by the Trade Union Department of the

C.P.C. to convene a conference for the consideration of trade union

and industrial programs, and for the organizational consolidation

of the Left-Wing movement, immediately after the Party

Convention."

On February 15th, 1929, a further letter was received from
Moscow stating that the development of:

"a broad left-wing opposition movement in the industrial field

is one of the foremost tasks confronting the Canadian Party, and

the Secretariat wishes to direct your attention to the necessary

steps for launching this movement."

The letter continues:

"This opposition movement must be the standard-bearer of the

principles of revolutionary industrial unionism as advanced by the

RILU."

The directions from Moscow also contained a suggestion as to the

name of the new union movement.

"The name of the opposition movement must be decided at the

inaugural convention, but we suggest that it should portray the

character of the movement and should make reference to unity."



Unfortunately for the Communists, there did not exist in Canada
grievances of sufficient seriousness to furnish a base for their activity,

and it was felt in Moscow that the party was not doing enough to

create grievances. As a result Tim Buck was called to Russia, and

the following is a quotation from a report which he delivered there

on January 23rd, 1930:

"The political line of our Party is to utilise this tendency of

radicalisation by adopting a policy of developing demands and

initiating movements in different industries .... On account of

the position of the Canadian working class it is necessary to develop

demands in advance rather than merely wait for sporadic out-

breaks. Spontaneous strikes do not generally assume the proportions

or the possibilities that the spontaneous strikes in the United States

do, because of the difference in the size of the centres and industrial

concerns. The political value of these strikes therefore tends to be

less, unless we ourselves can prepare them in certain industries. The
result is that we have adopted a policy of developing demands in

many industries and on this basis sharpening relations and develop-

ing strike movements."

It is interesting to note that in March, 1930, immediately follow-

ing Buck's return to Canada, the RILU wrote from Moscow to the

Trade Union Department of the Communist Party of Canada notify-

ing them that the Fifth Congress of the RILU would take place in

July, 1930, and asking that immediate preparation be made in the way
of popularizing the decisions of the last Plenum of the RILU, and

also very significantly asking for:

"detailed reports on the activities of our revolutionary unions

in Canada."

Early in 1930, and very clearly as a result of instructions and
prodding from Moscow, a provisional committee of the Workers'

Unity League (W.U.L.) was established. This provisional committee
was appointed by the Political Bureau of the Communist Party of

Canada, and Tom Ewen, who up to that time had been the head of

the Trades Union branch of the party, was instructed to take charge

of the new organization with the title of National Secretary, which
position he still holds despite the fact that he also is at present serving

a term in Kingston penitentiary.



THE OBJECTS OF THE WORKERS' UNITY LEAGUE

The fundamental object of the Workers' Unity League is to

advance the world revolutionary programme of the Communist In-

ternational. From the very outset, those in charge of the League
have kept in close touch with the Red headquarters in Russia, and
have constantly received directions and instructions from that source.

For instance, in June, 1930, A. L. Horner, for the International

Committee of Revolutionary Miners for Propaganda and Action, at

Moscow, wrote to the Communist Party of Canada asking for the

preparation of all material for a full discussion upon The Workers'

Unity League in Canada and its tasks, in readiness for the Fifth

Congress of the RILU at which Canadian comrades were to be present.

Horner goes on to say:

"we are fully conscious of the difficulties which confront the

Workers' Unity League of Canada in its activities in the minefields

at the present time, which have been aggravated by the shortage

of cadres and the illness of Comrade Buck. The perspective of

All Canadian Mine Workers Union is one which we must insist

upon."

On June 15th, 1930, the Industrial Director of the Communist
Party of Canada (Ewan) acknowledged receipt of cable instructions

from the RILU to:

"carry thru line of Profintern (another name for the RILU)
letter in mining situation."

At a meeting of the Political Committee of the Communist Party

of Canada on August 5th, 1930, a motion was passed with reference

to the Workers' Unity League, referring to that organization as the

"Party Trade Union Department," clearly indicating that the whole

organization was a mere subordinate branch of the Communist Party

of Canada.

On October 16th, 1930, the Executive Committee of the Com-
munist International, meeting at Moscow, adopted a resolution on the

"Situation and Tasks of the Communist Party of Canada," and that

resolution criticised the party for not having "been mobilized as a

whole for the building of the W.U.L. as the revolutionary trade-union

centre in Canada" And the resolution adds:

"The main tasks of the Communist Party of Canada are the

organization and leadership of the economic struggles, the building

of revolutionary trade unions and the consolidation and extension

of the Workers' Unity League into a mass movement embodying

the revolutionary unions and revolutionary trade-union opposition

.... The campaign for unemployment insurance should be led by

the W.U.L. In the fight for unemployment insurance the party



and W.U.L. should develop the united front from below in the

re^prmist unions, aiming to secure mass endorsement for our

demands. The most capable forces of the party must be assigned

to the work of the W.U.L. nationally and locally. All members of

the party must become members of the W.U.L."

The resolution from the Communist International in Russia was

read at the December 18th, 1930, meeting of the Political Bureau of

the Communist Party of Canada, at which meeting Ewen was directed

to prepare a draft resolution on Trade Union Work. In November,

1930, the Anglo-American Secretariat of the Profintern at Moscow
adopted and forwarded to the Communist Party of Canada a long

resolution "On the situation and Tasks of the Workers' Unity League

of Canada." That resolution contains detailed instructions as to the

plans to be followed and sets out the main tasks of the W.U.L. as

conceived by the Communist authorities. It should be pointed out

that the Communist International instructions to the Communist
Party of Canada regarding the necessity for securing Communist
leadership of strikes, etc., emphasize that mass political strikes will

bring the working class towards the task of revolutionary strikes for

power.

In The Worker of November 29th, 1930, there appeared a con-

densed report of the Canadian delegation to the Fifth Congress of

the RILU at Moscow. This report is signed by Thos. A. Ewen,
Chairman of the Delegation, and in it there appears the following

statement:

"Upon our return to Canada our task will be to carry through

the line of the Fifth Congress of the RILU by the consistent build-

ing of the Workers' Unity League, and through its medium to

mobilise the workers of Canada UPON THE BASIS OF
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL STRUGGLE AGAINST
CAPITALISM. This is the essence of the directions given by the

Fifth Congress of the RILU to all its sections (page 4). To unite

them from below on a programme of partial demands as a counter

to capitalist nationalization and ultimately for the overthrow of
capitalism and the establishment of a Canadian Soviet Government

of workers and Poor Farmers .... Our pledge to the workers of

the Soviet Union—THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE
WORKERS UNITY LEAGUE into a mass organization and leader

of the economic struggles of the Canadian workers AGAINST
CAPITALISM and its trade unions tools and the DEFENCE OF
THE WORKERS FATHERLAND (Soviet Russia) AGAINST
IMPERIALIST WAR."

A further indication of the intimate connection between the

Workers' Unity League and the RILU at Moscow is shown by the

following incident: On March 6th, 1931, Bill Dunne, a well-known
American radical then with the RILU cabled to the W.U.L. giving



them instructions as to the measures to be taken to defeat trade union

forces in Alberta which were hostile to the W.U.L. attemn|s to

secure control of the Mine Workers Union there. The cablegram

reads in part as follows:

"Decisive measures concentration all possible forces necessary-

mine fields defeat reactionary offensive Lethbridge split signalizes

great danger unity movement STOP Begin mass campaign expose

splitters raise slogan unity against bosses agents STOP Emphasize

economic issues STOP Form WUL groups opposition and wavering

locals win membership STOP Are Forces sent NS"

The last few words of the telegram are obviously an enquiry as to

whether military forces have been sent to the troubles in Nova
Scotia, and they indicate the control of the RILU over Canadian

affairs. So well did the League carry out the commands of its foreign

directors that on May 28th, 1931, the RILU Secretariat congratulated

its officers in a letter which reads in part as follows:

"Since the sending of cur last letter a number of positive

achievements are to be observed in the work of the WUL which

represent progress (the leadership of the struggle for the Unemploy-

ment Insurance Bill, Demonstrations on the 25 th of February,

leadership of the Needle Trades Workers' strikes in Winnipeg and

Montreal, etc.) A very significant success was achieved by the

league in the struggle for the Unemployment Insurance Bill which

found its highest point in the great demonstrations throughout

Canada on April 15 th."

In the same letter the RILU remarks:

"mistakes and shortcomings are to be observed in the work of

the League in various fields. We note that insufficient measures were

taken to popularize and carry through the tasks laid down in our

last letter:'

The letter further contains in great detail criticisms of past mistakes

and suggestions for future action.

The above excerpts show that the W.U.L. was organized on the

instructions of Communist officials in Moscow, that its plan of action

in the minutest detail was, and no doubt still is, dictated from
Moscow, and that in fact it subsists principally to carry out the

instructions of its masters, and is much more concerned with Russian

praise than with Canadian welfare.

The actual present aims of the Workers' Unity League are best

summed up in a single paragraph taken from a resolution adopted at

the last legal congress of the Communist Party of Canada, held in



1931. This paragraph is emphasized in the report of those proceedings

by being printed in heavy type, and it reads:

"The entire orientation of the Party to trade-union
work must be carried out on the following line, repeatedly
emphasized by the ECCI (Executive Committee, Com-
munist International) : To secure the leadership of mass
actions (strikes, unemployment movement, demonstra-
tions, etc.) Actions which often break spontaneously,
and lead these actions along the channels of organized
political struggle, especially in the form of mass political

strikes, which will bring the working class towards the
task of revolutionary struggles for power."

The Workers' Unity League is but an agent of revolution—one

of the Communist "Steps to Power."

#



APPENDIX

The following letters indicate the scope of Communist activities

throughout the world, and show in what detail the various Moscow
bureaux interest themselves in radical activities in Canada.

1. Letter commenting on revolutionary activities in Canada and else-

where, from Secretariat International Committee of Revolutionary

Miners for Propaganda and Action, seized at the home of Tim Buck.

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE Hfrrtb/t of tho world, unihl

OP RCVOUITIOWIRY MIMERS
—- for _—

Propaganda and Action Mr. T. Buck.

MOSCOW.
s.u.nu.1, »*. .. I..U,,. » m Dftar Conrade Buok,

/^January /jj9 I got your la9t two letters
, all right and must be^c to be excused for having

GXP J'*-*/.* delayed v/ith my reply. Re your question of who*
' v toaddress the ""etal viner",lf you send me three

or four copies I will be able to forward them to the addresses you give me. I am
very grateful for the information you sent. As far as I can see, the position
with regard to the Canadian ''ineworkers' Union is by no means good. I would be
very grateful if you were to let me know what is being done in that organisation.
This is of particular interest to me because of the need for establishing greater
unity between the mines of the different countries owing to the fact that mining
capital Is very powerfully concentrated in ortels, trusts and syndicates working
on an international scale. It should be self-understood of course that this can
under no circumstances be taken as ooanoting that the iron ore miners should leave
the existing unions catering for miners generally (coal diggers and iron ore miners)
or that independent unions should be set up for the iron ore men where they do
r.ot exist, i.e. where the ore men belong to unions Jointly with coal miners. On
the contrary we continue to advocate the organisation of all mineworkers irres-
pective of trades in single miners' unions.

Perhaps you will let me know what hopes there are of getting
the Canadian "ineworkers' Union to Join any such united body, that is if it -ere
formed and where to include both revolutionary and reformist mineworkers' unions.

From the papers I learned that the British "harvesters" are
being used to scab during the ~>iners' struggle in Canada. It will be a very
good thing if you were to make this known to Co-rade Rat /atkins at 38 Great
Ormond St. , London JC 1; and perhaps the Canadian Mineworkers' Union might
write to Britain about this question.

What is being done in Nova Scotia 1

Re events in Europe, the most important is the following In
Britain the reformist "iners* Union is continuing its policy of disruption. In
Fifeshire (Sootland) where the Lefts are in the majority and the union machinery
is in their hands the Secretary of the Union, Adamson, a reformist, has tended
his resignation and founded an independent union. This disruptive step of his
has not been condemned by the Federation. In principle the Scottish Executive has
even agreed to reoognise the new union whioh will be utilised by it to fight the
National J'inority T'ovement.

The disruptive tactics of the reformists are not confined, of
course, to Sootland alone. In S. vVales, Yorkshire and other fields ther Right
wing is carrying on an intensive struggle against the Lefts and Communists, and
going the length of sacrificing the Federation's mity to its own interests.

In Belgium the miners have succeeded in obtaining an extra 2 /2
francs per day. As they consider this increase inadequate, the Federation of the
Knights of Labour (revolutionary) are continuing the campaign and demanding an
e«tra 5 francs per day on the pay.

In Germany the revolutionary opposition has carried out large
and successful activities during the re-elections to the lodges and other locals.
65 lodges in the Ruhr have gone over entirely to the opposition, 9 of these having
been in the hands of the reformists last year 4 lodges in Saxony have also come
under the leadership of the opposition.

As for France, all details of the strike now taking pl«ce there
will be found in the enclosed material.

'.Vith fraternal greetings,

Secretariat
International Committee of Revolu-
tionary "iners for Propaganda and

Action.



2 Letter from the Anglo-American Section of the R.l.L.U. (Moscow)

,

signed "Louis Zoobock", with reference to 1930 Congress. Seized at

home of Tim Buck.

139 3r. 195 3gx . March the 22nd 193Q

fRLDb UMIOH DKPT. OF THii C.P. 0? CAJUflA
650 Bay St.

TQBOHTO. Oct. Canada

Dear Comradec,

The V. Congress of the RILU will take place in July
1930. There i3 very little time Lift, yet we find th-t very little
was accomplished by the T.U. Dept. and the revolutionary unions in
the work of preparing for the congress.

"We therafo/re ask you to immediately start the work
of preparation for tho Vth HIHJ congress, of popularising the decisions
of the dlUJ especially of the last Plenum of its C.C., of opaalng up
a discussion in our presa and in the organisations concerning the

problems confronting th-a revolutionary T.U. movement of Canada a«
this stage of development.

Special conferences in the districts should be called
in preparation for the Congress and for the election of delegates.

We would also asK you to 3end us detailed reports on
the activities of our revolutionary unions in Canada - this would
greatly facilitate our work here.

Fraternally yours
( for the Anglo-American Section

4



Letter from A. S. Horner of the International Committee of Revo-

lutionary Miners for Propaganda and Action at Moscow, to Tim Buck,

seized at his residence 354 Delaney Crescent, Toronto.

INTKBNATIONAL COMMITTEE Workers of the world, unite!

OF REVOLUTIONARY MINERS

FOR
PROPAGANDA AND ACTION

MOSCOW.
s*ih>b, 12. PiW. of ubo«. Dear Comrade,

room 446.

.^t.i. 4-4WO Tour letter of the 14/4/30, together with the

/'/'% ~ 1QJ> minutes of Sidney Convention to-hand.

N9&)+//14L A letter of directives from the EC RILD must

have crossed yours in the post.

The communication which was drawn up after a most thorough

examination of the situation in the Canadian Minefields disposes of many

of the questions you have raised.

The contents of your letter have been discussed at some

length by Anglo-American Section of the RILD and the Miners ICP&A when the

following decisions were arrived at.

1. To send a telegram to Com.EWEN, insisting upon the appli

cation of the Profintern letter.

2. The miners ICP&A to send a letter elaborating the terms

of the telegram.

3. To prepare all materials necessary for a full discussion

upon the Workers Unity League of Canada and vts tasks in readiness for the

5-th Congress when the Canadian comrades can be present.

The telegram referred to was sent from here on June 4-th

whilst a small comission has been set up to carry point B°3 into effect.

We are fully conoious of the difficulties which confront

the Workers Unity League of Canada in its activities in the minefields at

the present time, which have been aggravated by the shortage of cadres and

the illness of cAmrade Buck.

At the same time there are many favourable features in the

Canadian mining situation which present opportunities for the growth of

revolutionary influence and the development of the revolutionary organisa-

tion.
The 'depression in the Canadian mUmflnUta Mining Industry,

which is part of the world coal crisis, the open traachery of the fascist



U.W.W.&A. revealed in the events, leading up to the acceptance of the

Wages Agreement in Hova Scotia and the well konwn militancy of the minersc

of this area, all/&int to the splendid oppottunities before the Workers Unit

ty League of Canada especially amongst the Hova Scotia Mineworkers.

We have carefully examined the minutes of the Convention held

at Sydney March 15-th - 16-th. "

The perspective of an all Canadian Militant Mineworkers Uni-

on which is pointet to in resolution R°I, was quite correct, as was the

immediate establishment of the Industrial Mineworkers Union of Hova Scotia.

The assembling of delegates from the UMW of A locals in such a Convention

is Aunsufficient to establish the Union on a firm basis.

It is essential that the Workers Unity League of Canada take

immediate steps to consolidate the Union and extend the work of the Con-

vention.
The most important and immediate task mklzkx is to launch a

wide campaign amongst the miners at the Pits, in order to establish Pit

Committees, composed and representative of the organised and unorganised.

The Workers Unity League of Canada should prepare and popularise a prog -

ramme of economic demands around which the workers can mobilised for strug-

gle against Besco, the UMW&A and the capitalist state.

The winning of control of Sub. District H°I, can only be of

advantage to the revolutionary movement, if the Workers Unity League of Ca-

nada is at the same time leading and organising the rank and file of the

miners, preparing them for struggle under tts own leadership on the basis

of a programme of econAmic demands, linked up with the general political

struggle of the Canadian Working Class.

The miners must be prepared not only to resist the offensive

of Besco fascist Lewis Union together with the Fishwick, Howitt, Brophy,

but as well they must be prepared to fight against those elements of I°I

Sub. District of the UMW&A who ^T^. "Villing to struggles, against Lewis

for inner union reasons, will desert revolutionary forces, when they reali-

se that the overthrowing of Lewis was only the preliminary step towards the
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stress upon the need for carrying out mass work at the

Pits, building up organs of struggle, mass recruitment in-

to the union, development of cadres etc. as the only reliable means to se-

cure the development of the Industrial Mineworkers Union of Nova Scotia,

under militant leadership.

Reports to-hand since the holding of the convention do

not show that these essential tasks are being undertaken with sufficient

energy, on the contrary, we have the impression that very little work

has been carried out to extend and deepen the influence and organisational

strength of the Union, or to consolidate its revolutionary leadership.

ALBERTA .

Your letter together with the reports to hand, dealing

with the mining situation in this area, all go to show that a line is be-

ing followed contrary to that laid down by the RILU.

Our comrades appear only to be concerned about the captu-

re of the apparatus of the MWTJ of Canada and to have the idea that this

organisation is different from all other eocial-fascist unions, insofar

as they believe the union apparatus can be captured.

It is quite correct to work in this union in order to win

the membership for our n±ro programme and for the support of a new revo-

lutionary miners* union of Canada, a proceeding which will certainly result

in expulsions of individuals and locals.

The essential task of organising the miners for struggle

under our independent leadership appears to be neglected.

The M.W.U. of Canadals, as you yourself stated at the Syd-

ney convention - "... a part of the ACCofL, its advocacy of the League of

Nations, its repudiation of the strike as a method of struggle, and Its

acceptance of consiliation and arbitration show that It Is useless In the



ir. the struggle which confronts the miners to-day ..."

We are at a loss to understand why you should express such

a clear and correct viewpoint on this question in Nova Scotia and then,

when dealing with Alberta declare:

-

"Our perspective is to build up the Mineworkers Union of

"Canada in Alberta without attempting any further splits

"in this district, confident that with left wing leadership

the union can be built up".

You/ further stated: "In the main I think the task is correct".

The viewpoint you expressed at the Sydney Convention in

March was correct and it must be applied to all the Canadian minefields.

The perspective of an All Canadian Mineworkers' Union is

one which we must insist upon.

We cannot accept the conclusions you fraw from difference

existing between the mining industry in Alberta and in Nova Scotia, as

affecting our programme.

On the grounds advanced by you it would be possible to fu»-

tify the liquidation, of the national organisation of the miners in every

coal producing country, became all the factors you mention, are present

in a much more aggravated form in other countries: U.S.A., Great Britain,

etc.
The delegates from the M.W.U. of Canada which operates main-

ly in Alberta, who were present to advance the claims of this union at

the Sydney Convention, tried very hard to draw Hova Scotia into their u-

nion, yet no delegate replied to their effort by the arguments you use

in your letter, namels that these two widely separated area cannot be lin-

ked up inside our mineworkers union for Canada.

The path before the Workers Unity League of Canada in the

minefields is clear:

I. Consolidate the Industrial Mineworkers Union of Hova Sco-

tia as a base for the establishment of an All Canadian Mineworkers' Union

The Workers Unity League of Canada must affiliate this union as an inte-
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3. Popularise the perspective of i**? 1 militant Mineworkers'M
Onion for Canada, basing its establishment upon the unity of the Hova Sco-

tia and Alberta Militant Miners' Unions.

4. The All Canadian Union, which must be affiliated to the

Workers Unity League of Canada, must conduct a wide campaign in the re -

tr

maining coal and metal mining areas of Canada, Uniting into the All Cana-

dian miners' Union all metal and coal miners of Canada.

The Workers Unity League of Canada main task must be to

gibe political direction to the active comrades within the organisation

and to guide and assist in the development of the union so that it may

become an effective instrument in the miners' struggles against the mine-

owners, the fascists and the Capitalist State.

We hope to have a strong delegation including active mi-

ners at the 5-th Congress of the RILU and the 9-th Conference of the Mi-

ners' ICP&A when the whole situation can be further discuss»4a

ICPfc^/M^Trs.



The following excerpt from "The Worker," the organ of the

Communist Party of Canada, in its issue of November 21st, 1931,

indicates the international nature of the Communist movement, and

probably shows the source of financial assistance.

J\

(YORKER
li Mlfci Tr^~T~^r—i

—

TORONTO. ONTARIO, SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 21, 1MI
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International Aid

Appeal by CLDL
Toronto, Ont.—The N. E. C. of

the Canadian Labor Defense Lea-
gue has sent the following cable

to the International Red Aid in

Berlin, Germany :
—"Workers, farm-

ers Canada faced with severe grow-
ing reaction. Communist Party
outlawed, leaders jailed to five

years, setting precedent for parlia-

mentary countries. Workers of the

World must help. Need ten thou-

sand dollars to carry on defense."

Signed,

Canadian Labor Defense League

Anno]
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Of the"'

It will

number of

not bear the'

Organ of the
|

of Canada. 1

The Worker
sociation, an
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